LAUNCH@UML PLAN

The front page of this plan is to be filled out by each new faculty member BEFORE the Launching the Launch Teams Event on September 25th. The back page is be filled out by the new faculty member DURING the Launching the Launch Teams Event with the faculty’s Launch@UML team.

The Launch Team Leader is responsible for providing an electronic version of the Launch Plan to the Launch Leaders (jenifer_whittenwoodring@uml.edu and sarah_rozelle@uml.edu) by October 2nd.

Please use this Launch plan as a guide and update as necessary. The information provided in Welcome to Launch@UML! and Possible Topics for Launch@UML Team Members may help.

- You have recently arrived at UMass Lowell. What challenges have you experienced and what questions do you have? Identify these and discuss with team.

- UMass Lowell offers many ways to teach and engage with students (in addition to lectures, labs, and seminars, there are opportunities to advise and mentor students). What kinds of work do you expect to do with students and what sort of support might be helpful?

- What are the most important questions on your mind about being a faculty member at UML? Launch@UML and your team members will help you find the answers.

- Please state three goals that you have—accomplishments that you would be most proud to look back on, two years from now. These may be related to your research agenda, teaching and learning, or some other professional development opportunity.
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- Our personal and work lives often intersect. How can UML and your Launch Team help you to achieve optimal work life integration? Work with your team members to identify what works for them and what might work for you.

- Please list your team’s goals for the current semester.

- Please identify the times and types of meetings that will work best for your team and how your team plans to communicate between meetings.

- Write down the best way to contact each other.

Signed (by all team members):

Date: